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  Plan your perfect road trip























  
  









  UK Road Trip: Travel Guides
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  Our award-winning, self-drive road trip travel guides and maps put you in the driver’s seat, to leave no stone unturned, uncover hidden gems and travel the path less explored.
Be inspired by our UK road trip travel planners with routes, maps, attractions and more for cars, campervans or motorhomes. 
Access road trip travel guides by route or by region for 12 months of access, with nothing to cancel or renew, or subscribe to annual Premium membership.























  
  









    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Uncover Britain's guides inspire adventure and exploration, encouraging holiday-makers to embark on unforgettable road trip experiences filled with discovery and adventure. Gain a deeper understanding of the regions you'll explore with insights into local history, heritage, cuisine, and traditions, enriching your road trip with cultural immersion. Enjoy the freedom to explore at your own pace, with the flexibility to deviate from the suggested itinerary and discover hidden treasures along the way.
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  Flexible Itineraries























  
  









  Customisable Routes
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  Flexible Itineraries
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  Each guide provides meticulously curated road trip itineraries, ensuring you can make the most of your journey with well-planned routes and suggested stops to tailor your own journey.























  
  









  Customisable Routes
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  With flexible and customisable routes, travellers can tailor their road trips to suit their preferences. Add or take away to suit and make your bespoke road trip to suit your time frame, from 3 days to 2 weeks.























  
  









  Destination Guides
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  Uncover Britain's travel guides include detailed destination guides, offering insights into must-visit attractions, hidden gems, and local experiences along the way.























  
  









  Interactive Maps
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  Guides include a route map, an Overnight Stays map with campsites, pub stops, hotels etc, plus an Uncover More map to pinpoint viewpoints, hidden gems, wild swim spots and more. 























  
  









    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
        



















  
    
    
      Browse by region, or scroll below to browse by road trip
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    North Coast of Scotland (NC500) Road Trip

  

  
    
      This iconic Scotland road trip takes you around the northern tip of Scotland’s North Coast, past stunning scenery like the Torridon mountains, John o' Groat’s lighthouse, and the Durness coastline. Explore historic castles, uncover pretty coastal villages and immerse yourself in views of majestic mountains and lochs. Pinpoint NC500 campsites and overnight stops with our overnight stay maps. This NC500 route is the No.1 Scotland Road Trip!

    

  

  
    
      
        North Coast of Scotland (NC500) 
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    Wild West Coast of Scotland Road Trip

  

  
    
      This Scotland road trip route follows the West Coast of Scotland, from the towering mountains of the Highlands to the rugged coastline of the Hebrides, there are endless opportunities for outdoor adventure. Along the way, you'll see dramatic scenery like the Isle of Skye, and the Glen Coe mountains. Plus, find the best West Coast of Scotland campsites from our Overnight Stays map, including West Coast of Scotland campsites as well as overnight stopover spots.

    

  

  
    
      
        Wild West Coast of Scotland
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    Edinburgh & Romantic Borders Road Trip

  

  
    
       This Scotland road trip route takes you to the capital city of Edinburgh, as well as the beautiful Scottish Borders. In Edinburgh, you can visit Edinburgh Castle, the Palace of Holyroodhouse, and the Royal Mile. In the Borders, you can explore historic towns like Melrose and Jedburgh, as well as the stunning countryside. Plus, find some great Edinburgh campsites, Borders of Scotland campsites and overnight stopovers. 

    

  

  
    
      
        Edinburgh & Scottish Borders 
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    Kingdom of Fife Road Trip 

  

  
    
      This Scotland road trip route takes you around the former ‘Kingdom of Fife’, a beautiful region northeast of Edinburgh. In Fife, you can visit the medieval town of St. Andrews, the Palace of Falkland, and the Culross Heritage Village. Plus, find a selection of Fife campsites from our Overnight Stays map, plus overnight stopover spots.

    

  

  
    
      
        Kingdom of Fife 
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     Scotland Heritage Golf Trail

  

  
    
      This Scotland road trip is one with a difference. The Scottish Heritage Golf Trail combines the history and heritage of Scottish golf with a spectacular backdrop of the East Lothian coast, the Kingdom of Fife, and Perth with Kinross. Follow in the footsteps of James Braid and Old Tom Morris, with world-famous courses, those that have played have played a key part in the history of golf, and some hidden gems along the way.

    

  

  
    
      
         Scotland Heritage Golf Trail
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    Northumberland Coast Road Trip

  

  
    
      This UK road trip is a scenic route that takes you along the stunning coastline, via iconic castles, and charming villages and towns. Highlights of the road trip include imposing, medieval castles perched on clifftops overlooking the North Sea and panoramic views of the Northumberland coastline. Visit the historic island of Lindisfarne, known for its ruins on the dramatic cliffs, and Hadrian's Wall, a UNESCO World Heritage Site built by the Romans.

    

  

  
    
      
        Northumberland Coast 
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    York & North York Moors Road Trip

  

  
    
      This UK road trip visits the historic city of York with its rich Viking heritage. Your North York Moors road trip itinerary will take you through The North York Moors National Park with stunning,  including rolling moorland, and dramatic cliffs. There are also many charming villages and towns to explore, as well as a variety of activities to enjoy. This UK road trip has several scenic drives to take across the moors. 

    

  

  
    
      
        York & North York Moors
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    Literary Lake District Road Trip 

  

  
    
      This UK road trip takes you through the Lake District, one of the most popular tourist destinations in England. It’s home to stunning scenery, from majestic mountains and sparkling lakes. Uncover many literary references and enjoy endless photo opportunities on this Lake District road trip. There are also plenty of activities on offer, such as hiking, biking, and fishing. There are miles of hiking and walking trails in the Lake District, perfect for exploring.

    

  

  
    
      
        Lake District
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    Peak District Road Trip 

  

  
    
      This UK road trip takes you through the beautiful national park, home to stunning scenery, rolling hills, and charming villages. Enjoy many scenic routes including Snake Pass, a popular route that takes you over the Pennines, offering stunning views of the surrounding countryside. There are miles of hiking and walking trails including Kinder Scout, Mam Tor, and Dovedale. The Peak District is the perfect place to relax and unwind on your road trip.

    

  

  
    
      
        Peak District
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    Cumbrian Coast Road Trip

  

  
    
      This UK road trip immerses you in the stunning coastline of Cumbria. Enjoy the scenic drive as your road trip traces the coast. This road trip offers a unique combination of coastal views and mountain views from the Lake District. There are miles of hiking and walking trails along the Cumbrian coast. Also, discover the long and rich history and heritage of the area too.

    

  

  
    
      
        Cumbrian Coast
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    West Yorkshire Cultural Treasures Road Trip

  

  
    
      West Yorkshire boasts stunning landscapes with rolling hills, rugged moorland, and picturesque villages. This UK road trip also offers vibrant arts and culture scenes, featuring world-class museums, galleries, and performance venues in cities like Leeds. Enjoy a perfect blend of breathtaking nature and artistic diversity in West Yorkshire.

    

  

  
    
      
        West Yorkshire
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    Classic Cotswolds Road Trip

  

  
    
      When visiting the Cotswolds, you can anticipate discovering enchanting towns and villages with their distinctive honey-coloured architecture, renowned worldwide on your Cotswolds road trip. Immerse yourself in the picturesque beauty of the region, where idyllic country estates grace the landscape. Delight in the gentle flow of streams and rivers meandering through the villages, enhancing the charm of the captivating landscapes.

    

  

  
    
      
        Classic Cotswolds
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    Historic Worcestershire Road Trip 

  

  
    
      Embark on a captivating Worcestershire road trip through the rich tapestry of Worcestershire's history. Explore the fascinating remnants of Roman influence in the breathtaking Vale of Evesham and Droitwich Spa, unravelling the stories behind their enduring presence in the county. Unearth the echoes of the Civil War, where pivotal events like the Battle of Worcester unfolded, and behold the very sites that once bore witness to this historic conflict. 

    

  

  
    
      
        Historic Worcestershire
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    Wonders of Wiltshire Road Trip

  

  
    
      Follow this road trip through Wiltshire, a living history book with stunning landscapes and uncover ancient mysteries amid charming towns and picturesque countryside. Explore timeless villages and marvel at Stonehenge, Avebury, and Salisbury Cathedral's medieval grandeur. Nature enthusiasts can delve into the Wiltshire Downs' beauty or hike ancient routes along the Ridgeway. Wiltshire's blend of history and natural splendour awaits your discovery.

    

  

  
    
      
        Wonders of Wiltshire 
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    Cornwall Coast Road Trip

  

  
    
      This captivating road trip traces the enchanting coastline of Cornwall. Delight in breathtaking vistas of the dramatic coastline, while immersing yourself in the tranquillity of Cornwall's most stunning and serene beaches. Discover hidden coves, explore mesmerising dunes, and revel in fantastic surfing opportunities, ensuring an unforgettable journey for all. This road trip also encompasses the best of Cornwall's rich history and heritage, from tales of pirates, legendary shipwrecks, and captivating folklore to the fascinating legacy of its mining heritage.

    

  

  
    
      
        Cornwall Coast Road Trip
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    Norfolk Broads and Coast Road Trip

  

  
    
      Start your Norfolk Broads and Coast road trip in Norwich, a historic cathedral city, then venture through the Norfolk Broads National Park to reach the enchanting east coast of England. Follow the coastline north, passing through the captivating Norfolk Coast - an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Explore traditional fishing villages, charming ports, lively seaside resorts, and picturesque beaches before concluding your road trip to King's Lynn.

    

  

  
    
      
        Norfolk Broads and Coast
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    South Downs Road Trip

  

  
    
      This captivating road trip along the South Downs coast traverses historic and vibrant towns of East and West Sussex. Journey through the South Downs National Park, where rolling hills and breathtaking landscapes beckon exploration. Stop at iconic destinations such as Hastings, Eastbourne, Brighton, Beachy Head, Seven Sisters, Bognor Regis, and Chichester.
Savour the natural beauty of the South Downs National Park, with picturesque countryside and scenic walking trails inviting exploration. Whether you're delving into historic towns, relaxing on sandy beaches, or marvelling at stunning coastal vistas, this road trip promises an unforgettable experience amidst England's captivating landscapes and cultural landmarks.

    

  

  
    
      
        South Downs Road Trip
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    Kent Coast Road Trip

  

  
    
      Head off on a road trip through Canterbury and the Kent Coast to experience a blend of history, landscapes, and English charm. Begin in Canterbury, where ancient streets and majestic cathedrals narrate tales of saints and kings. Explore vibrant markets before venturing to the rugged cliffs and golden beaches of the Kent Coast. 
Discover picturesque villages like Whitstable, famous for its oysters, and Broadstairs with its Dickensian allure. Explore hidden coves, historic castles, and scenic trails, immersing yourself in the region's maritime heritage. Whether you're captivated by Canterbury's history or the coastal beauty of Kent, this road trip promises an unforgettable journey through England's Garden.

    

  

  
    
      
        Kent Coast
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    Forest of Dean & Wye Valley Road Trip

  

  
    
      Discover the enchanting meeting point of England and Wales, where the River Wye and River Severn converge. Immerse yourself in stunning valleys, explore market towns, embrace traditional heritage attractions, and indulge in walks through ancient forests. Don't miss the captivating sculpture trails and the opportunity for "leaf peeping" in this unique area.


    

  

  
    
      
        Forest of Dean & Wye Valley
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    North Wales Coast (North Wales Way)

  

  
    
      The North Wales itinerary will take you to this stunning coastline, and combine it with mountains, and forests. There are many things to do in North Wales, from hiking and biking to visiting castles and historical sites. This Wales road trip features a remarkable array of ancient fortified castles such as Caernarfon, and the walled citadel of Conwy, all recognised as a UNESCO World Heritage site.

    

  

  
    
      
        North Wales Coast
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    Wales' Coast (Coastal Way)

  

  
    
      The Coastal Way route along Cardigan Bay offers breathtaking views of blue seas and majestic mountains, passing through charming fishing villages and the scenic Pembrokeshire coast. Experience the rugged coastline, sandy beaches, and water sports, with opportunities to spot dolphins and explore picturesque seaside towns on this classic Wales road trip.

    

  

  
    
      
        Wales' Coast
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    Cambrian Way (Wales Way) Road Trip

  

  
    
      The Cambrian Way route cuts through the heart of Wales. This Wales road trip spans two iconic National Parks – the Brecon Beacons and Snowdonia. Named after the Cambrian Mountains, a range of hills and mountains in central Wales, this route follows both northern and southern lines, offering breathtaking views along the mountainous backbone of the country.

    

  

  
    
      
        Cambrian Way 
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    Wild Atlantic Way

  

  
    
      Explore the Wild Atlantic Way, Ireland's famed coastal route spanning over 2,500 kilometres along the rugged western coast. Experience a captivating mix of dramatic cliffs, pristine beaches, quaint villages, and historic sites, inviting road trippers to immerse themselves in the untamed beauty of Ireland's Atlantic shores. 
From Donegal's windswept cliffs to Cork's sun-drenched shores, this iconic journey showcases diverse landscapes, rich heritage, and genuine hospitality, promising an unforgettable adventure through one of the world's most enchanting coastal regions.
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    Ards and North Downs

  

  
    
      Embark on a scenic road trip to Ards and North Down, Northern Ireland, where charming coastal villages and historic landmarks await. Explore Bangor City, Comber, Donaghadee, Holywood, and Newtownards, each offering its own unique charm. Discover quaint villages like Greyabbey, Crawfordsburn, Cloughey, and Portaferry, nestled along the serene shores between the Irish Sea and Strangford Lough, promising a journey filled with stunning landscapes and rich heritage.
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    Isle of Skye Road Trip

  

  
    
      Explore the captivating Isle of Skye, where rugged landscapes, rich history, and cultural heritage await. From iconic landmarks to stunning natural attractions, Skye has it all. 
Outdoor enthusiasts can enjoy scenic hikes, wildlife spotting, and beachcombing adventures, while history buffs can delve into the island's fascinating past. 
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    Orkney Islands Road Trip

  

  
    
      On this road trip to the Orkney Islands discover a captivating blend of history, culture, and natural beauty. Discover ancient Neolithic sites and UNESCO World Heritage sites, delve into the island's Viking heritage and admire rugged coastal landscapes with majestic cliffs and pristine beaches. Experience scenic drives and leisurely coastal walks amidst breathtaking views.
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    Isle of Man Road Trip

  

  
    
      The Isle of Man is famous for its iconic TT circuit, drawing motorcycle racing fans worldwide to its exhilarating races. Delve into the island's rich railway heritage with nostalgic journeys through scenic landscapes on historic railways. Explore ancient castles and ruins dotting the landscape. Moreover, the Isle of Man offers exceptional stargazing opportunities in designated Dark Sky Parks, perfect for astronomy enthusiasts. Outdoor adventurers can explore rugged trails and secluded beaches, immersing themselves in the island's tranquil beauty.
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  Helps you plan your perfect driving route before you travel and on the hop
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  Whether you are a newbie to campervanning and don’t know where to start, or you are an experienced motorhomer, who relishes travel planning, Uncover Britain Road Trips® is the ideal website for planning a perfect break. Perhaps you are planning your first road trip in a car, or hiring a car for a once-in-a-lifetime trip. Uncover Britain removes the fear of missing out by presenting the best options for you to choose from and have no regrets.
With a variety of the best UK road trips, as well as lesser-known and themed driving routes, there are options that will inspire, make planning a breeze, and help you discover more.
Create your own travel itinerary with our British road trip maps and planner website.
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   Be in control























  
  









  “Be in control of your own holiday” encapsulates the freedom and autonomy that Uncover Britain's road trip travel guides provide. 
Our guides give you the power to customise itineraries, choose destinations, and dictate the pace of your journey. 
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  Save hours searching























  
  









  Our travel guides streamline the travel planning process by providing comprehensive and curated information, eliminating the need for extensive online research. 
Quickly and easily access essential details, in one place, saving valuable time and effort.
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  Have confidence























  
  









  Each road trip travel guide includes a wide selection of attractions, references and overviews to gain a deeper understanding of the destinations you'll explore.
 Attractions, viewpoints, hidden gems, wild swim spots and more to enrich your road trip are signposted. 
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  Be independent























  
  









  Whether you're seeking adventure, relaxation, or cultural immersion, our guides empower you to design the perfect holiday experience tailored to your preferences and interests. 
Say goodbye to rigid tour schedules and hello to the flexibility and freedom of exploring on your terms.























  
  









    

  
  

  


  



          

          
            
          
        
      
      

      
        
  
  
  
  
  
  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      






  Uncover Britain helps you to plan and tailor your road trip. Be inspired by road trip ideas.























  
  









  

  








  About
Home
News                       
Be listed / Who we are
Contact us                   
Help  
Premium Member Help (login)
Individual Member Help (login)         
Terms & conditions   
Privacy Policy
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	Road Trip Marketplace
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  Uncover Britain Road Trips®
hello@uncoverbritain.com
Uncover Britain Road Trips® are bought to you by Wanderlust Camper Co Ltd. Co. number 10788492  0845 3889958
Uncover Britain Road Trips® and Secret Stays® are registered trademarks. We own all intellectual property rights, including but not limited to copyright in the road trips.
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  Our commitments























  
  









    

  
  

  


  


      
    


    
    











  